Founded in 2002, Unified Theater works with middle and high schools to create and support theatrical groups equally featuring the talents of individuals with various developmental and physical abilities. Groups are fully inclusive and offer opportunities for members to express themselves in all aspects of theater including singing, dancing, movement, writing, acting, stagecraft, directing, producing, design, and improvisation. Unified Theater groups are student-led by young people trained to facilitate inclusion and promote creativity. To date, we’ve worked with 11 schools and have many new programs in development - over 19 inclusive productions have been staged featuring over 1,300 young people.

The Conard and Hall group is our longest-running program featuring over 200 students!

ability over disability
Creativity over conformity
& collaboration over competition

Contact us@unifiedtheater.org
or 860.573.7392

www.unifiedtheater.org
15 Lewis Street, Suite 104
Hartford, Conn. 06103